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Brought back many wonderful remembrances!Just fabulous!. Jackie's style
was so classic and timeless. She was a good example of elegant dressing
and showed the world this is of grace under pressure. Simply marvelous!
It had been amazing to see some brand-new pictures and become reminded
of a period of true elegance. Looking carefully at the various photos
you can observe how Jackie's style influenced the clothing of Diana and
more recently, Queen Rania of Jordan. Jay Mulveney's completed it again!
I have not bought it yet, but plan to soon. This book is STUNNING to
check out.!? Ideal for your Jackie collection If you love all things
Jackie - you will like this! Nevertheless, I read Mulveney's earlier
book, and it was excellent, therefore i know this will become aswell.
There are lots and a lot of photos from the Camelot years. The design of
the reserve is great. And every picture is good--showing the whole
outfit, outfit, essembly, etc.. And when one is spending money on a
publication on fashion--well, wouldn't you wish to see the whole outfit?
It has lived up to and provides surpassed its expectations. This book,
though "small," is definitely SPECTATULAR to check out. Fascinating I
pretty much like reading anything about Jacqueline Kennedy. I bring that
up, because I've another book on Jackie fashion, rather than always the
whole outfit, etc is shown..Woych Great book for the Jackie fan. John F.
Kennedy throughout a time of transformation. From everyday clothing to
specially made gowns for formal worldwide ceremonies, this book requires
one back in its history when ladies were ladies and fashions had been
elegant yet simple. Often in my own life I appeared back on her dignity
and courage in the darkest days of her life and found the strength to go
on myself. I must confess that We am a big fan of Jackie O, therefore i
may sound biased. You can find page after web page of images of Jackie
in her camelot clothes, with sometimes lengthy descriptions of the
function the outfit was worn for, the way the outfit was created as well
as what Jackie thought of each gown.This book was just great! This book
arrived early today and in two hours I had read it from cover and cover.
I'm really hoping that the writer might reveal my two other preferred
style mavens- Audrey Hepburn and Grace Kelly. Five Stars This is fun to
stroll through - what an elegant lady -- to be admired and imitated.
Great Fashion Photos Really enjoyed this book which has plenty of
fashion photos. I love sewing vintage styles and enjoyed the pictures of
Mrs. Kennedy and her classic elegant wardrobe. .. Then I went back and
studied each picture again.G. As graceful and elegant as our best First
Lady This book is a journey in to the wardrobe of Mrs.. This was really
priced well and in better shape then we excepted. . Mind you, I only
just flipped through it.
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